What maths resource/support are you looking for?

A whole school programme
- Intervention resources
- Supplementary resources
- Assessment and test preparation

Do you want a textbook programme, or a more flexible solution?

Flexible programme
- Manipulative-based approach
- Self-marking homework and/or digital lessons
- SATs-style tests for school
- KS2 SATs practice for home

Digitally-led
- Textbook programme
- Flexible programme
- Manipulative-based approach
- Self-marking homework and/or digital lessons
- SATs-style tests for school
- KS2 SATs practice for home

Find out more here >>

**INSPIRE MATHS**
- A pure Singapore mastery textbook approach backed by UK efficacy
- For transformational change across your whole school
- Face-to-face PD*

Find out more here >>

**MathsBeat**
- Written for UK schools to support teaching and assess for depth
- Digitally-led for flexibility and simple, quick preparation
- Integrated PD

Find out more here >>

**numicon**
- A C-P-A approach that encourages communication
- Can be used as a full programme or alongside any other resources
- Matched to White Rose Maths schemes
- Face-to-face PD*

Find out more here >>

**MyMaths**
- Online homework, lessons and games
- Automated marking and recording of results
- Times tables booster - perfect for Multiplication Tables Check preparation
- Matched to White Rose Maths schemes

Find out more here >>

**Bond**
- Robust tests to check children are on track
- Assess arithmetic and reasoning from Years 2 to 6
- With online analysis and reporting to inform teaching and learning
- Perfect for parents to use with their Year 6 children at home
- Times tables, arithmetic and reasoning practice workbooks
- Maths test papers ensure children gain confidence to work under timed conditions.

Find out more here >>

*To find out more about our Professional Development options click [here](#) for Inspire Maths and [here](#) for Numicon. For all other workshops, training and free local events, click [here](#).